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Abstract
Time skewing and loop tiling has been known for a long time to be a
highly beneficial acceleration technique for nested loops especially
on bandwidth hungry multi-core processors, but it is little used in
practice because efficient implementations utilize complicated code
and simple or abstract ones show much smaller gains over naive
nested loops. We break this dilemma with an essential time skewing
scheme that is both compact and fast.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.1.3 [Programming Tech-
niques]: Concurrent Programming—parallel programming

General Terms Algorithms, Performance

Keywords time skewing, loop tiling, temporal blocking, data lo-
cality, bandwidth, memory wall, memory bound, stencil

1. Introduction
Time skewing [12] is a successful technique to accelerate multiple
iterations of a memory-bound stencil computation. If we do not ex-
ploit the temporal locality between iterations, then the performance
is necessarily limited by the system bandwidth. In this case, Kamil
et al. [7] show that after careful code optimization 0.49 Gkernels/s
(giga kernel executions per sec) can be achieved with a Laplace
stencil kernel (8 flops) on a 2563 × 100 domain on a quad-core
Xeon X5550. With time skewing, Wittmann et al. [11] achieve al-
ready 1.75 Gkernels/s on a similar system with a Jacobi kernel (6
flops) on a 6003 × 100 domain. So there is a large benefit to this
technique, however, the authors admit that the code used to obtain
this result is complicated, specific to this type of kernel and multi-
ple parameters had to be tuned manually.

Frigo and Strumpen [3] introduced a cache oblivious time skew-
ing scheme that can be cast into few lines of code and adapts auto-
matically to the memory hierarchy without the need for parameter
tuning. However, practical implementations do require some adap-
tation to hardware and even then it is difficult to beat an optimized
naive scheme in case of constant boundary conditions [6]. Strzodka
et al. [10] offer a high performance implementation of cache obliv-
ious stencils but at the expense of more complicated code.

If we want to exploit the power of time skewing without the
programming complexity, then PluTo [2] is a great tool that offers
easy-to-use source-to-source transformations. Given a source file it
generates the optimized transformed code that can be compiled in-
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stead of the original source, so the complexity of time skewing and
other transformations is hidden from the programmer. Other state-
of-art tiling schemes for (partially) nested loops are HiTLoG [8],
PrimeTile [5], and PTile [1]. Unfortunately, the abstraction has
its price in performance as Fig. 1 demonstrates in comparison to
PluTo, and the newest results of PTile being up to 30% faster on
such kernels do not change the picture significantly.

So the current dilemma is that efficient time skewing implemen-
tations operate with complicated code and simple or abstract ones
show much smaller gains over naive nested loops that are highly
optimized by compilers. We resolve this problem by selecting only
few time skewing and tiling transformations based on their impact
on performance and create a compact time skewing scheme that
maintains high performance.

2. Essential Time Skewing (EssTS)
We go back to the essence of time skewing and rather than outlining
all possible options identify few crucial transformations that have
the largest impact on performance. In this way, the transformed
code is not much longer than the naive implementation but per-
forms much better.

Alg. 1 shows the transformation of a naive iterative stencil
computation in 3D to a time-skewed, tiled and parallelized scheme.
The transformation can be applied to any stencil computation as
long as the slopes of the stencil are known a-priori. It occurs in
three steps.

• Time-skewing: the t-loop and the z-loop change order, thus
access to the z-coordinate has to be offset by s*t, where s is
the slope of the stencil in the z-direction.

• Tiling: The inner t,y-loops are tiled to enable in-cache process-
ing. This introduces an outer loop over all tiles.

• Parallelization: The tileSet is split into disjoint subsets such that
each thread executes one subset.

The parallelization step is responsible for a big complication of
the code if locally dependent tiles are chosen. Wittmann et al. [11]
employ thread parallelization in time, which introduces multiple
delay parameters and gives asymmetric roles to different thread
functions. Strzodka et al. [10] use a hierarchical thread distribution
that requires complex load-balancing. Liu and Li [9] use simple
dependent tiles and then either the parallelization has to move into
the tiles restricting its impact or the synchronization has to be
relaxed restricting the applicability of the scheme.

A largely overlooked solution that produces much simpler code
is to use tiles that are locally independent. Clearly, large subsets
of tiles cannot be completely independent, since the stencil com-
putation couples all values in the domain. However, the space di-
mensions are large (otherwise the domain would fit into the cache),
so it suffices to make them spatially independent, e.g. Frigo and
Strumpen [4] use trapezoidal cuts. For highest code simplicity we
recommend the diamond shape, because a diamond has exactly two
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Figure 1. Performance of the Xeon X5482 on a constant 7-point
stencil in 3D (13 flops). GFLOPS for 128 million elements with
T = 100: NaiveSSE Xeon 1.4, PluTo Xeon 3.7, EssTS Xeon 13.

predecessors in time, so wait on dependencies() consists of two
simple checks without the need to distinguish differently shaped
trapezoids. In either case, it is easy to specify the tile boundaries in
tstart(), tend(), ystart(), yend(). In the cache oblivious version
tile sizes are determined through a series of hierarchical cuts, in
the simplest version tile sizes correspond directly to the cache size
available to each thread. In summary, the code from Alg. 1 con-
centrates in its simplicity on the most essential parts of an effective
time skewing scheme and this suffices to obtain high performance.

Fig. 1 compares the vectorized naive scheme (NaiveSSE) with
the automatic parallelizer and locality optimizer PluTo [2] and our
essential time skewing code (EssTS) in the simplest variant. The
timings have been obtained on a quad-core Xeon X5482 (Harper-
town) 3.2 GHz system, benchmarked with 6.2 GB/s system and
64.2 GB/s L2 cache bandwidth (12 MiB) and 40.8 GFLOPS peak,
running a 64-bit Linux and icpc-11.1 compiler with 4 pthreads
in double precision. The naive scheme is only strong for the 0.5
mil. elements domain which is processed in-cache. PluTo compares
well against the naive scheme, however, there is still much oppor-
tunity for improvement. EssTS performs on all domains similarly,
as though the entire data could always fit into the cache.

3. Conclusions
Effective time skewing does not require complex code. With only
three essential transformations we can turn a naive stencil compu-
tation into a parallel bandwidth optimized scheme of only slightly
longer code but far superior performance.
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